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ABSTRACT: The routing protocols in wireless sensor network works on the formation of path from the sensor node to 
base station in the effort to consume minimum energy possible. The energy consumption is reduced in case of 
hierarchical protocols by forming a hierarchy from the sensor node to the base station with the help of cluster heads. 
The cluster head formation process effect the efficiency of the network. The network performance is directly linked 
with the cluster head number, cluster size and the energy of the nodes which form the cluster head. The cluster head 
formation process in case of the traditional routing protocols depends on the selection probability for the cluster head. 
In case of networks having the heterogeneous environments, the network adopts the policy of applying the different 
election probability for the different type of nodes. This seems to have the disadvantage that it doesn’t take the 
advantage of these special types of nodes to the fullest. Because if the node is having higher energy in an area it should 
form the cluster instead of any other node forming the cluster. This is done in the proposed algorithm by adopting 
single criteria for the election of cluster head i.e. the fitness function. The fitness function applied here is modified in 
such a way to take in to consideration the remaining energy of the node in that area for the selection of cluster head. As 
a result of change in the election process and adoption of new technique in new form, the network performance 
increases to a large extent making it more energy efficient and increasing its number of rounds. 
 
KEYWORDS: energy efficient cluster routing; WSN; total life time; cluster heads; number of rounds,Cluster head 
election process 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

One of the major issues which limits the use of sensors is their energy efficiency, because of their small size the battery 
size is also small which limits the lifetime of the sensor node. Sensor networks are designed for a particular application; 
hence the sensor networks are application oriented. Clustering comes under the category of hierarchical based routing 
which organizes the network in hierarchy of two levels: at upper level Cluster-head and low level hierarchy which 
includes non cluster-head sensor nodes. Energy efficiency is coupled with the lifetime of the network [11]. 
 
To improve the quality of service each sensor node can communicate and coordinate with each other. Each sensor node 
is sensing, computation, and communications capabilities. Each sensor node has information which it senses and 
provided by its neighbors. The quality of   the result which is produced by the sensor node depends upon the above said 
utilities. The calculated result is then supplied to all its neighbors or to the Base Station. Base Station is a node which 
queries for data to sensor node and collects the result from the sensor node. A base station can be mobile or fixed. 
 

The main purpose of energy efficient algorithm is to maximize the network lifetime and increases the stability 
period. The proposed algorithm is related to minimize the energy consumption per round by selecting the optimal 
number of cluster heads per round. The increase in stability period of the network can be obtained in many ways out of 
which some of interest are : i) Providing heterogeneous environment with some nodes having higher energy ii) 
Reducing the number of cluster heads selection to optimal iii) Reducing the communication pattern to save the network 
energy. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

Guinsheng Yin et al [2] the nodes of wireless sensor network have many limitations like battery power and storage 
space. Energy efficiency is the important factor of network. 
Sajid Hussain et al [3] clusters are formed by applying genetic algorithm for data dissemination in wireless sensor 
network and by this the energy efficiency of the network can increased. This paper proposes the intelligent hierarchical 
clustering technique which increases the network lifetime in various deployment environments. 
Lindsey et al [4] presents PEGASIS the communication between neighbouring nodes reduces energy consumption by 
minimizing the usage of energy per round. 
Reetika Munjal et al [5] the problem of LEACH is that it selects the cluster head randomly. This paper proposes the 
selection of cluster head should depend on its energy level and its distance from the base station. 
Ratna and Sivsubramanian et al [6] focus on clustering and scheduling. Paper gives attention to increase throughput and 
low access delay. 
 
Bhaskar Krishnamachari et al [7] the redundancy is removed by data aggregation. So the process of data aggregation is 
performed by some nodes which cause delay in transmission of packets. So, optimal aggregation mechanisms are 
formed for removing the problem of delay. 
Smaragdakis et al. [8] proposes stable election protocol (heterogeneous aware protocol) which increases the stable 
period of the network by increasing high energy nodes.  
Huu Nghia Le et al. [9] proposes energy efficient algorithm which collects data from sensor nodes with minimum 
latency known as Delay-minimized Energy efficient Data Aggregation algorithm (DEDA). Due to the formation of 
delay-efficient network structure this algorithm minimizes data aggregation latency. Consumption of energy is low die 
to which network lifetime increase. 
Al karki et al. [10] focuses on the routing protocols depending on network architecture. Routing techniques consists of 
three type: flat, hierarchical and location based. This paper provides an overview of advantages performance issues 
about routing technique.  

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
A. Design Considerations: 

 The modified protocol should be scalable and function effectively for networks of any size. 
 The modified protocol has to extend the lifetime and stability period of the network. 
 The modified protocol must be as simple as possible and as independent from the hardware capabilities of the 

node as possible. 
 Nodes are able to provide the needed information for the fitness function. 
 Data aggregation energy provides the needed energy for all the computations done by the node. 
 Selection is done from all the nodes i.e. no separate election process for any type of nodes. 

 
B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 

Aim of the proposed algorithm is to maximize the network life by minimizing the energy consumption using energy 
efficient modified clustered routing. The proposed algorithm is consists of three main steps. 

 
Step 1:  Node Deployment: 
        The node deployment is done randomly over the area selected for the network. The nodes are divided in to three 
types: normal nodes, intermediate nodes and advanced nodes. These are deployed over the area and differ in their initial 
energy levels. 

Step 2: Cluster Head Election: 
Cluster Heads are elected with the help of G.A. fitness function and using G.A. process. For this purpose the population 
size taken is of 20 nodes. Out of these 20 nodes the fittest node to work as cluster head is chosen and after this the next 
20 nodes are taken into account. The process of G. A. Mainly constituted by the following steps: 
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 Selection 
 Crossover 
 Mutation 
 Fitness Evaluation 

The fitness evaluation function and selection function is modified and designed according to the requirement of the 
objectives of the work. Crossover is done by having a midpoint of the chromosome and mutation type is the partial 
mutation. In the fitness function the Energy of the node is added, so that we can take account of the energy of the 
node’s energy before its selection as the cluster head. The fitness function used is the negative fitness function and it 
considers the energy of node for the fitness evaluation. 
 
Step 3: Transmission Phase: 

After the cluster head election phase is complete. Network is having the cluster head information and the none 
cluster head nodes are then associated with the cluster heads forming the regions known as clusters. These clusters 
communicate with their respective cluster heads. A node in the network to become associated with the cluster head 
check for its distance from different cluster heads and will work under the cluster head which is nearest to it. 

IV. PARAMETERS USED 
 

PARAMETERS VALUES 
Sensor field 100m X 100m 

Sensor position 50m X 50m 
N 100 

Packet size 4000 bits 
Efx 10pJ/bit/m2 
Emp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4 
EDA 50nJ/bit 
EO 0.5 J 
P 0.1 
a 2 
b 1 
M 0.3 
X 0.3 
Pc 0.6 
Pm 0.03 

 

V. PSEUDO CODE 
Step 1: Deploy the network nodes. 
Step 2:  Calculate the fitness of nodes to become cluster head. 
Step 3:  Check for the associated cluster heads. 
Step 4:  Built the clusters and complete the communication process for the network 
Step 5: Based on distance decide the packet forwarding or amplification.  
Step 6:  Calculate and record different performance parameters of the network. 
Step 7: go to step 2 till any node in the network is alive. 
Step 8: End.     

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

The protocols are compared on the basis of these graphs which are the result of their simulation. Packets transmitted to 
cluster head per round and packets transmitted to base station by cluster heads are shown with the help of graphs.  
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A. Energy Dissipated Per Round 
Energydissipation is an important factor in determining the performances of both the protocols. In figure 1the energy 
dissipation is maximum for 34.28 % of the life time while in the proposed algorithm it is maximum only for 18.22 % of 
its life time. 
 
B. Packets to Cluster Head per Round 
Each non cluster head node sends its result to the cluster head to which it is associated, result is send in the form of tiny 
packets. In figure 2Packets to cluster heads are sent by the network sensor nodes only for 28.57% of its life time while 
the packets are sent to cluster heads in the proposed algorithm for 87.46% of its life time. 
 
C.  Packets Send to Base Station per Round:- 
After all non cluster head nodes have send their data to the cluster head nodes; each cluster head node aggregates the 
data to remove the redundancy and forwards this data to the BS. A protocol should transmit maximum number 
ofpackets to BS before energy of all nodes goes below the given threshold. In figure 3, Packets to BS in case of Base 
paper ranges from 60% to 0% of the number of nodes present in the network while in case of proposed algorithm this 
percentage is modified and achieved at max 35% to 0%. 
  
D.  Number of Dead Nodes per Round:-  
In figure 4 numbers of dead nodes takes the 68.57% of the network life time from first node dead to last node dead in 
the network while in case of proposed work it takes 74.48% for the network life time of the network.When the nodes 
begin to transmit they start to consume their energy and their energy goes down after every transmission, and when the 
energy of node goes below the threshold value node is declared as a dead node. The time from beginning of 
transmission to first node dies is the stability period of the network and time when all nodes have died describes the 
overall life time of the network. 
 
E. Number of Cluster Heads Elected per Round:- 
In figure 5 number of cluster head max. Percentage observed in case of base paper is 65% around while it is reduced by 
the proposed algorithm to 35% at maximum value. Cluster heads are elected randomly as in the traditional Base Paper 
protocol. Advance nodes are more likely to be the cluster heads. New cluster heads are elected for each round, the 
number of cluster heads, elected should be balanced, neither more nor less, because a large amount of energy is 
consumed in transmission of packets to the base station. If number of cluster heads is large more energy will be 
consumed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Energy Dissipation per round  Figure 2: No. of packets sent to Cluster Head per round 
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Figure 3: No. of Packets to Base Station per round    Figure 4: Dead Nodes per round 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Cluster heads per round 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 Dynamic clustering with the help of G.A. is implemented and compared with proposed work of [1]. The difference in 
their performance is clearly visible from the comparison graphs obtained as a result of the comparison. The objective to 
increase the stability time of the network is achieved by developing the dynamic clustering with the help of G.A. The 
difference achieved is greater in case of G.A. as it increases the stability time by 350 rounds. As a future development 
increase in efficiency based on real time fuzzy input is expected. This makes the network more efficient and adjusts to 
the situation and scenario. As a result a further increase in the network efficiency can be seen. 
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